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HISTORY ON CLOTHING
Do you  think man always wore clothes?

– About 30000 years ago people started using animal skins for clothing.It is believed that as 

early as 6000 years ago  wool was used. The domestication of silkworm to produce  silk  

occurred around 3000 BC in china.



Fibre and Fabric

FIBRE

i).Fibres are thin strands that are twisted 

together to make yarns. 

FABRIC

i).Yarns are woven  or knitted to form 

fabric.For eg.cotton fabric and silk 

fabric.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6Xi7xHIoeU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6Xi7xHIoeU


Process of making fabric from yarn

– 1.Weaving: It involves making fabric by arranging two sets of yarn.It is done 

using a machine called loom.The pattern in which two sets are arranged in a 

piece of woven cloth is called a weave.



2.Knitting

– Knitting involves making fabric by forming a series of connected loops of 

yarns by using knitting needles or machines.



Natural and synthetic fibres

Natural fibres

– Fibres that are obtained from plants are called 
natural fibres.

– Eg: Cotton,jute ,silk, wool

– Fig: Silk

Synthetic fibres

– Fibres that are made by man from chemical 
substances are called synthetic fibres.

– Eg:Nylon,rayon,polyester and acrylic.



Plant fibres

– 1.Cotton: The cotton plant is a shrub 
which grows well in black soil and 
warm climate.It needs moderate 
rainfall.Cotton is a soft fabric attached 
around the seeds of cotton plant.In
India khadi a coarse hand woven cloth 
is made from cotton.



Production of cotton
– 1.Cotton plant has a small green fruit 

called the cotton boll. The cotton boll has seeds 

inside which are surrounded

by cotton fibres. When the cotton boll matures

it splits open ,exposing raw cotton fibres.

(Link to watch bursting of cotton boll.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQuXjj5ze6c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQuXjj5ze6c


Step 2

– Once the cotton is harvested ,it is sent for ginning,where fibres 

(called lint) are separated from the seeds.This separation is brought 

about with the help of strong air when done with machine.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCALFHl1Nw4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dr0CsPVaRNM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCALFHl1Nw4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dr0CsPVaRNM


Step 3

– The fibres are cleaned and made into long thread like strands.The

fibres are spun using spinning machines to form cotton yarn.The

process of making yarn from fibres is called spinning.



JUTE
– Jute is a fibre obtained from the bark of the jute plant.It can be grown 

in different soil types,ranging from clayey to sandy soil.It grows best 
in loamy soil(mixture of sand,silk and clay).Almost 80% of the worlds 
high quality comes from Bangladesh .India,China,Nepal and Thailand 
are the main producers of jute.

JUTE FIBRES FROM ITS BARK                         LOAMY SOIL



Production of jute

– 1.The jute plant grows 6 to 10 feet in 

height and has no branches.The stem of 

the jute has a thick bark that has fibres 

inside it.These fibres are naturally glued 

together by a sticky substance.



Step 2

– Bundles of jute plants are dipped in 

water.The water rots the stem and 

dissolves the sticky 

substance,separating the fibres.The

process of rotting the stems to 

remove the sticky substance and 

separate the fibres is called retting.



Step 3

– Jute fibres are used to make jute 

bags,slippers,hats,kurtis,ropes,mats and sacks for packing and 

storing grains.



Other useful plant fibres

1.COIR
It is the fibre obtained from the outer covering or the husk of the 

coconut.Usually coconuts are left in water for a few months.The husk is 

then separated from the nut and beaten with wooden mallets to get 

the fibre.

– Used for making : ropes,floor carpets,stuffing in mattress etc.



Silk cotton

– The fibre is obtained from the silk cotton tree also called as kapok 

tree.The fruits of the kapok tree contains fibres that are light and 

fluffy like cotton.

– Used for making: Stuffing in pillows,sleeping bags,life jackets



3.Hemp

– It is a fibre obtained from the stem of hemp plant.

– Used for making: Ropes,carpets,nets,clothes and paper.



4.Flax 

– Fibres obtained from the stem of flax 

plant are woven to make a light fabric 

called linen.

– Used for making: High quality paper and 

ropes. 

Flax paper

LINEN
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A.Fill in the blanks.(Answers are in coloured fonts)

1………….. (Fibres/yarns) are thin strands of threads twisted together to make

………….. (Fibres/yarns).

2……………(Weaving/Knitting) involves arranging two sets of yarn to make fabrics.

3.Cotton,wool and silk are ……….(natural/synthetic ) fibres.

4….........(Jute/Coir) is obtained from the outer covering or husk of coconut.

5.Fibres obtained from the flax plants are used to make (linen/hemp)



B.Choose the correct options.
1.Which of these involves making fabric by forming a series of connected loops of yarn

a).Spinning  b)Ginning   c)Weaving    d).Knitting

2.Which of these is not true about jute production

a)We get jute from the bark of the flax plant                                  b)It grows best in loamy soil

c)Jute fibres are separated by rotting the stem in a process called retting     d)None of these

3.Which of these fibres would you use to make a pair of denims

a)Cotton  b)Spinning    c)Weaving   d)Knitting 

4.Which of these involves a loom?

a)Retting   b)Spinning   c)Weaving    d)Knitting

5Which of these are obtained from the fruit of kapok tree?

a)Jute    b)Hemp     c)Flax        d)Silk cotton



ii.Very short answer questions

A.Give one word for the following.

1.The material used by weaving or knitting of yarn.      Fibre

2.The pattern in which two sets of threads are arranged in a cloth. Weaving

3.Fibres that are made by man from chemical substances. Synthetic fibres

4.The small green fruit of the cotton plant.    Cotton boll

5.The process of making yarn from fibres.    Knitting/Weaving



B.Give two examples for each of the 

following.(Answers are in coloured fonts)

1. Natural fibres                                                  Cotton fibre, jute fibre

2.Product made from jute fibres                     Ropes, mats

3.Product made from silk cotton                     Life jackets, Sleeping bag

4. Product made from flax fibres                     High quality papers, ropes                     



iii.Short answer type questions
1)What are clothes made of?

Ans: Clothes are made of from fibres obtained from plant and animal sources.

2).What are synthetic fibres ?Give two examples.

Ans:Fibres that are made by man by using chemicals are called synthetic fibres.

Eg:Nylon and Rayon.

3.What is ginning?

Ans:The process of separating cotton fibres from its seeds is called ginning.

4.Describe the process of retting.

Ans:The process of rotting the stems of the plants in water to remove the sticky substance 
and separate fibres is called retting.

5.Name any three products made from jute fibres.

Ans:Three products made from jute fibres are ropes,mats and carpets.



iv).Long answer questions.
1.What are fibres? How do we get clothes from fibres.

Ans: Fibres are thin strands that are twisted together to make yarns.

We get clothes from fibres by weaving or knitting the yarn to form fabrics.The fabrics are 
stitched to make clothes.

For eg:Cotton fabric can be stitched into a cotton dress or kurta. 

2.Describe the processes of making fabric from yarn?

Ans: The processes of making fabric from yarn involves:

i)Weaving: It involves making fabric by arranging two sets of yarn.It is done using a 
machine called loom. The pattern in which two sets are arranged in a piece of woven 
cloth is called a weave.

ii)Knitting: Knitting involves making fabric by forming a series of connected loops of yarns 
by using knitting needles or machines.



3.Describe the steps involved in the production of cotton?

Ans: The steps involved in the production of cotton are:

ii)Cotton plant has a small green fruit called the cotton boll which are surrounded by cotton fibres. When the 
cotton boll matures, it splits open ,exposing raw cotton fibres.

ii)Once the cotton is harvested ,it is sent for ginning, a process  where fibres (called lint) are separated from the 
seeds.

iii)The fibres are cleaned and made into long thread like strands which are spun using spinning machines to form 
cotton yarn. The process of making yarn from fibres is called spinning.

4.Describe how jute fibres are obtained from jute plant.

Ans: Jute fibres are obtained from jute plant in the following ways:

i) .The stem of the jute has a thick bark that has fibres inside it which are naturally glued together by a sticky 
substance.

ii) Bundles of jute plants are dipped in water. The process of rotting the stems to remove the sticky substance 
and separate the fibres is called retting.

iii) Jute fibres ae then used for making ropes, mats ,carpets etc.



5).Write a short note on:

a).Coir :Coir is the fibre obtained from the outer covering or the husk of the 

coconut.The coconuts are left in water for a few months after which  husk is then 

separated from the nut and beaten with wooden mallets to get the fibre. Used 

for making : ropes, floor carpets, stuffing in mattress etc.

b)Silk cotton: The fibre is obtained from the silk cotton tree also called as 

kapok tree which  contains fibres that are light and fluffy. Used for making: 

Stuffing in pillows, sleeping bags, life jackets.

c)Hemp: It is a fibre obtained from the stem of hemp plant. It is used for making 

ropes,carpets,nets,clothes and paper.

d)Flax: Fibres obtained from the stem of flax plant are woven to make a light 

fabric called linen. It is used for making high quality paper and ropes.


